WE TRAVE TO…LIVE THE GOOD LIFE
Trafalgar takes you there.
To refresh, eat, learn and celebrate; we all travel for different reasons to enjoy different
experiences. Why do you travel? This year, find your Why and take a journey to fulfill
your travel dreams.
Explore the hills of Northern Ireland or wine taste through Tuscany; with 226 trips
across 7 continents, discover your happy place on everyone.

Grab a drink, take a seat, and let’s start planning your once-in-a-lifetime trip. We’ll take
care of the details as you start discovering your next destination. Wine taste in France,
island hop in Greece or immerse yourself into new cultures in New Zealand. On the way,
let’s celebrate the good times, rejuvenate your soul, dine on the best food and live, the
good life.

WE TRAVEL TO…CELEBRATE THE GOOD TIMES
Free to cheer.
Whether you are celebrating an anniversary, birthday, or whatever has made a stamp
on your life, Trafalgar is there to commemorate the occasion.

When deciding how you want to mark this momentous time in your life, the experiences
are what matter. Do you want to visit the sacred site of Uluṟu in Australia, dance the
night away in South America or enjoy a Be My Guest wine tasting experience in a 17th
century French château? However, you choose to spend your time, there is a trip for
every celebration with moments that will make your heart skip a beat.
AN EVENING FOR KINGS AND QUEENS - Live like royals as you cross over the drawbridge
for your stay at Ashford Castle on 10-day Iconic Ireland and Ashford Castle.
HAWAII ISLAND HOPPING - Put on your lei and join in on the local fun on the 8-day
Hawaiian Explorer as you dive into the Aloha spirit.

WE TRAVEL TO…EAT THE EXTRA BITE
Free to indulge.
The sights are great, the sounds are beautiful, but taste is the reason why we travel. As
your taste buds steer you in your trip decision-making, crave more than just the food;
crave the experience. Head to the food market with Chef Libero and learn his culinary
secrets through a Local Specialist experience. Whether you enjoy something cheesy,
something salty or something sweet, Trafalgar has got a trip to feed your appetite.

TASTE OF PERU – During the 8-day Highlights of Peru, Visit the vibrant market of Pisac
and sip on the local cocoa tea as you make your way to the Sacred Valley.
THE GOURMET WAY - Tour a Parisian cooking school to learn culinary secrets and cook
an authentic French dish on the 8-day Paris Explorer.

WE TRAVEL TO…REFRESH OUR MIND, BODY AND SOUL
Free to simply be.
Stop. Breathe. Take a moment to be present. Press pause on the responsibilities of life
and go on a once-in-a-lifetime journey, knowing everything is taken care of.

Slow down and carve out the time to spend it with the ones you love, doing what you
love. Whether that’s island hopping under the Mediterranean sun or spending quality
time with Buddhist monks in Burma through a Cultural Insight - Trafalgar will present
you with the best experiences to ensure that you take the time to renew and let your
best self-shine.
A MYSTICAL JOURNEY THROUGH BURMA - Visit the City of Immortality on the 9-day
Spiritual Burma and enjoy lunch with Buddhist nuns of the Sagaing region.

WE TRAVEL TO…DISCOVER THE WORLD
Free to write new stories.
This is the year to explore and learn something new. Forget the day-to-day and escape
to a land that is unknown. Pack your bag and let’s journey together across the world to
connect with locals who are proud to share their culture’s specialty; from seeing Marta,
an artisan in Perugia, Italy, use her 800 years-old loom to weave her fabrics, to learning
how to mix Brazil’s national cocktail in Rio de Janeiro.
Gain insights into long-held traditions, learn a new dance or tread in the footsteps of
your ancestors. Fill your soul with new experiences and discover corners of the world
that provide you with a deeper understanding of different cultures. What new culture
do you want to explore this year?

FEEL THE PASSION IN SOUTH AMERICA – Learn how to sashay to the beat of the Tango
during the 10-day Impressions of South America from the best dancers in Buenos Aires.
A GRAND EXPLORATION THROUGH AUSTRALIA – On our 10-day Contrasts of New
Zealand, enter the world of the Mâori with a cultural performance at the Tamaki Family
Marae.

